FOR SALE - Ornamental Turning & Engineering Lathe
made c.1900 by
Britannia Lathe Company, Colchester
Inventory:
Cast iron frame,
cast iron bed with rack & pinion and front mounted leadscrew.
Tool chest.
Geared headstock with tumbler-reverse and banjo for change-wheels,
dividing engine,
division plate with adjustable index, tailstock.
Ornamental Turning Slide-rest with guide and stop screws, height adjusting ring,
Toolslide and clamps, Curvilinear Apparatus.
Overhead Drive;
New variable speed motor and drive system,
3-Jaw SC Chuck.
Faceplate,
Metal turning Slide-rest with x, y and rotary slides,
set of change-wheels for screw-cutting.
Eccentric Cutting Frame,
another ECF of Kennan pattern,
Internal cutting frame,
Vertical cutting frame,
Horizontal cutting frame,
Universal cutting frame,
Drilling spindle & box of drills,
Sundry cutters and drills,
Collet spindle
Eccentric chuck with worm & wheel adjustment,
Goniostat,
sundry cutter bars, tools and spanners.

Provenance:
One previous owner, a gentleman from Wilmslow, Cheshire; bought from his family following his death.

This outfit is located in Cheadle, Staffordshire
and may be viewed by prior arrangement.

The whole lathe can be broken down for ease of transport and could fit into a large estate car or a small van.

Enquiries in the first instance to:

John Edwards
by telephone on: 0(+44)1732-355-479
or by email to: ornamental.turning[at]talktalk.net
- but substituting @ for [at]
Ornamental Slide-rest with Fluting Stops and Curvilinear Apparatus

Metal turning Slide-rest and Tailstock
Hand Motion and 3-jaw S C Chuck

Tailstock and Metal-turning Slide-rest

Overhead Drive

Adjustable Index

Ornamental Slide-rest with height adjustment

Rack and front mounted leadscrew